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Technology status

• The depth of the conference reflects the maturity of the technology.

• The conference has been characterised by at least the following:

– A shift from esoteric research, desktop studies and bench-scale data 

evaluation , to an applied research agenda that is linked to oxyfuel pilot and 

demonstrations

– A broadening of the scope of the engineering science to include downstream – A broadening of the scope of the engineering science to include downstream 

(i.e., transport and storage) considerations 

– Growing collaboration between Industrialists and Researchers , between 

Vendors of oxyfuel boilers and CO2 Processing Units, and between Vendors 

and Buyers.

– A new level of sharing of ideas and data – of which there is no better example 

than the leadership shown by Vattenfall at this conference.



Process optimisation work

The conference has highlighted that there are process optimisations 
to be made by looking at:

Boiler

– Flame stability, radiative heat transfer and gas composition as a function of O2 
injection and distribution

– The behaviour of H2O, SO2/SO3 and trace elements– The behaviour of H2O, SO2/SO3 and trace elements

– Material selection where SO3 dew point corrosion is likely to occur.

CPU

– Additional work on flowsheet development:
• CPU Techno-economics

• Environmental performance
– Water requirements

– Waste water and sludge composition & disposal

– Vent gas characteristics (SO2, NOx, CO, trace Elements, etc) 

– CO2 composition targets considering the overall capture and storage process is very much an 
open question. 



Oxyfuel Implementation – Challenges (1)

• The understanding of oxyfuel in general by policy makers and planners; 

and by commerce, industry and the public outside of the CCS fraternity is 

very limited.

• Post combustion capture is seen by many as a quick fix and in some 

respects the oxyfuel option has lost ground because it cannot easily be 

partially applied so the investment Dollars are higher.partially applied so the investment Dollars are higher.

• The next step seems to be around 200 – 300 MWe (gross) which:

– Is big enough to involve very substantial costs;

– But perhaps too small to have a place in an electricity market as a ‘going concern’ either 

without substantial seed investment and/or except for certain niche applications such as 

a dedicated mine site.



Oxyfuel Implementation – Challenges (2)

• The pros and cons of retrofit versus new-builds remains an open question.

– A retrofit can represent a lower cost and lower risk step in some cases

– On the other hand, how many boilers are really going to be suitable for retrofit (on technical or 

commercial grounds)?

– At this conference there was not  a lot presented on what a new-build PC oxy-combustion boiler 

might look like – this is perhaps something for the next conference 

• It may be important for the CCS industry to:•
– Examine the plant selection criteria for an oxyfuel retrofit; 

– To conduct a survey of plants to quantify the potential for retrofits

– To consider the broader implications of retrofitting versus new builds

• Under the current and emerging situation and in many locations, oxyfuel and 

other carbon capture technologies may be deployable well before the 

infrastructure to transport  CO2, the capacity to store CO2 underground, and the 

Government and Public approval to do CCS is in place.  

• But on the strength of the last 4 days we have every reason to be confident that 

Oxyfuel Technology will emerge as a real CCS option.


